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1. IflTRODUCTION

The modern plaema theory is founded on a oompreheneive ap-

plioation of statistical methods. The most efficient desoription

of plaema properties may be obtained on the basis of the general

dynamic approaoh in statistical theory elaborated by H.K.Bogo-

liubov 11] . The fundamental oonoept of this treatment involves

a sequence of many-particle distribution funotions which comp-

letely describe all maorosoopio properties of the system. The

sequence of many-partiole funotions satisfy an interconnected

ohain of equations whioh are conventionally referred to as the

Bogoliubov-Born-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon hierarchy. The approximate

solution of this hierarchy of equations makes it possible to ex-

press the two-partlole distribution function in terms of the one-

partiole function and thus to derive a closed kinetio equation

for particles.

This approaoh may be naturally extended to desoribe nonli-

near processes in turbulent plasmas within the oontext of the

nonlinear miorosoopio field equation Ё-41 . The successive mul-

tiplication of this equation by itself and the statistical ave-

raging yield a hierarchy of nonlinear equations for a sequence

of correlation funotions. Cutting off this ohain of equations and

exoluding higher-order correlation funotions may yield a olosed

equation for the quadratio correlation funotion of field fluo-

tuations allowing for both seoond- and third-order terms [4,5]

with respeot to the field intensity, as well as incoherent phe-

nomena due to the stoohastio motion of individual particles. In

the stationary oase, this equation directly determines the speo-

tral distribution of the fluctuation field energy. In the gene-

ral case, this equation faoilitatea deriving a generalised kine-

tio wave equation that describes turbulent processes in the

plasma [4-101 •

The direct analysis Г5] of the nonlinear equation talcing

Into aooount oubio terms shows that some terms associated with

the three-wave interaction diverge. The theoretical difficulties

ooouring in the perturbation series summation and in operating

with non-perturbed response f«motions, may be overcome in term»
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of the renormalized theory. Muoh attention han recently [1-14]

been paid to the development of the renormalized statistical

theory of nonlinear plasma fluctuations and turbulence. The re-

normalized plasma turbulence equations were introduced for the

first time by B.B.Kadomtaev [61 within the context of the weak

ooupling approximation. Later, the ideas about the response func-

tions renormalization were developed and analysed ID Refs. [15-18].

In 1967 S.Orszag and R.Kraiohnan [191 derived a system of equa-

tions of the renormalized plasma statistical theory on the basis

of the direot interaction approximation (DIA), that had been al-

ready worked out to desoribe strong hydrodynamic turbulence [20,

211 • The DIA [191 takes into account the nonlinear processes

quadrat1о with respect to the fluctuation field intensity and

disregards incoherent plasma phenomena. Equations [191 had not

attracted attention until their physical meaning was revealed

[22-26] . (The correspondence between the weak coupling approxi-

mation and the DIA was analysed in Ref. [13].

The ideology [1,2] was used in Ref в. [12, 27-30] to work out

a general renormalized dynamical approaoh in the statistical

plasma theory which inherently enables one to include the inoo-

herent plasma phenomena, as well as oubio with respect to fluc-

tuations intensity processes, in the renormalized theory scheme.

The seoond part of this paper deals with the essence of the

above mentioned approach. It is employed to derive and formulate

basio equations and relations of the renormalized statistioal

theory of nonlinear fluctuations and turbulenoe in Inhoinogeneoua

magnetized plasmas. The general case of eleotromagnetio particle

interaction is considered.

Renormalization of the statistical plasma theory enables one

to study a variety of nonlinear phenomena which are very important

in view of praotioal applications. In particular, the study of

low-frequenoy fluctuations and structures in plasmas with an ex-

ternal magnetic field is vital [4,28,30-351. The problem of mag-

netio plasma confinement and the neoeaeity to reveal the nature

of anomalous plasma transport in the magnetic field stimulate in-

terest in the low-frequenoy plasma exoitations. Their kinetio des-

oription requires going beyond the conventional weak turbulenoe

theory and, moreover, beyond the seooessive approximation prooe-
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dure in the dynamical theory. The kinetio theory of strongly non-

linear low-frequency plaama motions implies not only the renor-

raalibation of linear plaama response funotions, but also the re-

normalization of the seoond-order nonlinear electrio plasma sus-

ceptibility. The latter procedure has been performed in Refs. [36,

37] within the context of the quadratio polarization approxima-

tion. The quadratio polarization approximation for the mio-

rosoopio plasma theory is worked out in the third part of this

paper.

2. GENERAL RENORMALIZED DYNAMICAL APPROACH IN
THE STATISTICAL PLASMA THEORY

2.1. Renormalized Linear Response Function

It is suitable to start from the equation for the miorosoo-

pic partiole density У [3]

where ?
o
m. is an external foroe acting on a partiole, ?m. is

a foroe aoting on a partiole from all other particles:

Rx> j i ' R ' ? < ' >
 (2#2)

In the general case of electromagnetic partiole interactions with

the external magnetic field

where the eleotrio field strength t and the magaetio field indue*

tion satisfy the Maxwell equations [3], с is the light velooity,

* and m. are the partiole obarge and mass,

ft(X-X') , tt(XX'> W U(X-X') ,
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-» ifr-iot

+ v. к./u]E(v-v')

-» iii-Г- idt

M.
4

•

and the repeated indioea imply summation. We introduoe the per-

turbation Bouroe lj(x) into the right-hand aide of (2.1). If If

ie the mioroaoopio diatribution response to the eouroe pertur-

bation f^ , then by definition

fc(xx') a

is the mioroaoopic linear response funotion. The microsoopia den-

sity is presented as a sum of the etatiatioal average value i

and the fluotuation Si , similarly, the funotion (2.5) is pre-

sented as a sum of the mean value R and the fluotuation IS

(2.1) yields an equation for the miorosoopio response funo-

tion i

[Lex*') • 2L
(il
ux

l
x')It(x'>l Я(х'£) - o\'*-£> , (2.6)

л

where an arbitrary operator A aots as follows i

...,«̂ y..



(2.7)

la the bare particle motion operator, <?> is the mean force,

L'(xx') i ?(**')• %i f(x> (2.8)

la the Interaotlon operator, F (xx') i* aeparable In the relooity

apoee.

(2.9)

') « 5c*-x*> P(xx'). д .
w

la the nonlinear Interaction operator.

The eean reaponse function aatiaflea the equation

t i t t o'Cx-dt). (2.10)
By definition

< ^ > (2.11)

la the oollialon integral. Following the approach [22,23b *• in-
troduce i

and obtain, combining (2.10)-(2.12)

where
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is the modified (due to nonlinear effeots) bare particle opera-
tor,

; (xx', . L W>- |dx(SJ^) f • F(xx')

is the modified interaction operator which is the separable part

of the operator L^ *

We expand the response function fluctuation in power aeries

of the density fluctuationt

SR * ER°4 SR(" • ... . (2.16)

We introduce the modified operator L^ into the equation for the

response funotion fluctuation and thus transform this equation in-

to an equivalent form

12»17/
)-<SKxi>SR(xjx)>-)] .

Combination of (2.16) and (2.17) yields:

SR \xx

By definition, the mean value of the fluctuation is equal to

zero, therefore

Uxx> -
(2.18)
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The approximation (2.18) determines the modified operator up to

the seoond order with reapeot to fluctuations. As the modified

operator ie manifested on the right-hand aide of (2.18), the mean

response function satisfying (2.18) may be referred to as renor-

maliced one. Within the context of the approximation (2*18)

* 2 ~ ч i>

-bk(xZ)

^ ( (

(2.19) may be regarded ae the renormalieed bare-partiole operator,

and (2.20) ae the renormaliaed interaction operator.

2.2. Non-Soreened Response Function

The Green funotion & of the operator '2.14) is defined as

the non-soreened response funotion. (2.18) yields a relation

between the renormalieed linear response and the non-soreened res-

ponse functions:

R(xx') »-G-Cxx')L^(x"iE)R{£x') r G>{xx) (2.21)

By definition»

'di(x) r / S»1) з 7 Г b(x-X') - / •;
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la the modified interaction funotion whioh ia equal to (in the ap-

proximation (2.18))

(2.22)

(2.21) yields the general faotorization relation

or, in a more suitable form for plasmas:

where Л ^ is the renormaliaed dispersion tensor:

( 2 > 2 3 )

(2.24)

(2.25)

it can be related to the vanormalieed dieleotrio permittivity

tensor £ i? i

Relation (2.24) ia the extension of the potential approximation

to the oaee of eleotromagnetio interaction. We use (2.24) and

transform (2.21)

^ ^ ^ ^ , ) - (2.27)
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where collective effects are manifeatad explioitly.

2.3. Pluotuatioa Correlation Funotiona

V/e put the equation for the density fluotuation in a suitable

form:

(2.28)

where the modified operator has been introduoed, and S*s la the

eouroe function, with regard for the disoreetness effectst

L(xx')S^(x') =0 . (

Multiplying (2.28) by itself and averaging yield and equatxon

for the quadratio correlation funotion

(2.30)

where only fourth-order tarsia are retained. Similarly we obtain

an equation for the oubio oorrelation in the same approximations
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"

(2.31)

end the fourth-order correlation function may be determined ее

followst

(2.32)

Combining (2.3O)-(2.32), we oome to the final equation for the

quadratio correlation function

(2.33)
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where

'C2>,

( 2 # 3 4 )

If the nonlinear modification of the operator L is disre-

garded in (2.33)i then this equation is a closed equation for

the quadratic correlation function and is a basie of the non-re-

normalised non-linear statistical plasma theory. However, in

this case the poles of the Fourier transformed Green funotion

correspond to the linear eigenfrequenoies of plasma exoitations.

We determine the operator L
M
 from the renormaliKation con-

dition 1 the poles of its Fourier transformed Green funotion

should correspond to plasma exoitetion eigenfrequenoies with re-

gard for the non-linear effeots, then (2.16) follows from (2.33)

and (2.33) reduoee to the form

* ._ V
+ _ _

 щ

Vii
^

V
'J ^ ' (2.35)

We introduce the homogeneous solution for the «normalised
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bare-partiole operator (the nonsoreened source funotion 4i" ):

•S

s
o. (2.36)

A relation similar to (2.21) follows from (2.29):

It yields a faotorization relation for the source function!

(2.37)

or

A
W
i(aS)Ut (xx')v' Jf (x')

s
 Л^ (»?) n ^ d x ' ) v^ Sf°(x'>. (2.38)

Then, (2.29) may be reduced to the form

Si
$
 (

X̂
 = P(xx') ff/(x'>. (2.39)

With the partiole interaction being switched offs

<{Tj
e
(X)?i°(X')> e S(V- 3'lST?-?'- ̂ (t-t')l i(X) (^=«O). f2 4О1

(2.39) implies the interpretation of $f° as a nonsoreened

eouroe renormalissed funotion.

We introduce a non-soreened fluctuation Si
0
 by analogy

with (2.Э9)

«<x) я P(xx)«J°Cx>. (2.41)

Obviously, the faotorisation relation for fluctuations holds

(2.42)

and make* i t possible to reduoe the llaxwell equations to
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v,;^*') . (2.43)

Eqe. (2.27). (2.39) and (2.41) enable one to desoribe the nonli-
near plaema prooesees in terms of the non-soreened quantities G-

<£*"&*•> » <&f* 5*s> , L^ . The basio equations of this
desoription follow direotly from (2.19), (2.20) and (2.35)i

(2.44)

where

Q°(xx) =

(2.45)
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[pL' (xx')' L'(xx')- -[p(xx)&(x,x.)~«?>F.(X)S4*(i>>
(2.46)

fr

Cxx') s L°(xac'>- (2.47)

(*'»)! 2.,
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2.4. Correlation Function for Electromagnetic

Field Fluctuations

The aolutlon of (2.18) and (2.35) for the quadratlo density
oorrelatione determines correlation funotions for the fluotua-
tlona of vaxioue plaama quantities, with, the quadratlo correla-
tion function for eleotromagnetio field fluctuations being of
uppermost importance

U./uE-flE» * iife(**1)V(£x1)V1tv,Bv<Wcx1»W(*))>. (2.48)

The latter may be directly related to the epeotral distribution
of field energy in the ease of stationary and spatially homoge-
neous oorrelatione.

We integrate (2.44) over the velooity, make uae of (2.48),
(2.24), and the expansions of the Green funotion & , the inte-
raction operator \.'H , the nonsoreened souroe function Si° In
power series of (2.48) (while preserving the renormalization of
the dispersion tensor) to derive an equation for the lunotion
(2.48) which, however, involves explicitly the noneoreened fluc-
tuations Si° . The latter is to be expanded in power series of
(2<>48), too, in order to provide a closure, i.e. we are to put

%i° ш Sf* in the nonlinear terms. The final equation is

as follows

where

• (» 5S
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Sis la the miorosoopio denaity fluctuation for non-interaoting

partioles [3],

1,50)

( " V e 2 t

(»' is the Green funotion for the linear operator (2.7)*
Similarly, (2.25) yields an equation for the renormalized

diapereion tenaort

A N

*
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l
V"**V

l
<'

s>
\7с.,.;,I'*'.

(2.52)

«here the higher-order operators are introduced recurrently

(n > 2)i

ia the n-th order plasma eleotrio susceptibility. The nonlinear

terns in (2.49) and (2.51). «hioh oontain correlation functions

for noninteraoting particles, take into aooount the fluctuations

o.i plasma eleotrio euaoeptibility oaueed by the ohaotio motion

of individual partioles.

2*5. Detailed Fluctuation-Dissipation Relation

We introduoe a linear response f
f 0
 of the mean distribution
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•*

to an external foroe perturbation 5PQ .related to a magnetio po-
tential perturbation ffif s

(2.1) yields

о , ( 2 # 5 4 )

«here <F>
( U
 ia the aelf-oonsietent force response, 8*3 is the

oollision integral response to the external foroe perturbation.

Combining (2.14). (2.15), and (2.22), we obtain

On the other hand, this response may be oaloulated from the

Llouville equation:

«here the ourly braokete indioate the Foisson braokers, *j is

the fluctuation ourrent density. Comparing (2.55) to (2.56) for

the equilibrium state, we obtain the detailed fluctuation-dissi-

pation relation,

t'U?'tAU')<l4(«>B}\to> »
(2.57)

«hioh relates the correlation funotion for phase-spaoe density

and ourrent density fluctuations to the Green funotion and the

separable part of the operator L
w
 . (2.57) and (2.25) yield the

fluotuatlon-diseipation theorems
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(2.58)

2.6. Cubio Approximation

We apply the general renormaliaed dynamioal approach to de-

rive the oubio approximation (in this oase, irreduoible parts

of the correlation funotions are to be retained up to the sixth

order)i

(2.59)

(2-60)
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ш [

The equation for the renormalized operator \~
ы
 again follows from

the renormaliaation condition, which, by the nay, oanoele diver-

genoee ooourirg in the non-renormalized third-order theory.

The ouoio approximation equations for the correlation func-

tion of field fluctuations and the renormalized dispersion tensor

follow from (2.59) and (2.60)

;
. (l*> Ai

where
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* м

(2.63)

2t is the oompletely symmetrized i , a" may be calcu-

lated within the oonteit of (2,52) with formal substitution,

W" «
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*

. (»>

a. ie the oompletely symmetrized a .

3. QUADRATIC PLASMA POLARIZATION APPROXIMATION ИГ THE
MICROSCOPIC THEORY

3.1.Moment Approaoh i n the Renormalized S t a t i s t i o a l

Plasma Theory

We present the baaio system of equations of the renoxmalized
theory in the limiting oase of potential interactions and statio-
nary spatially homogeneous correlations

et\xt.\.
- k, T>v,L W, ̂  ( 3 . D

where

Z. ... » <**>*
1*1» 4
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** ж

о *.»

• $ К

She renormalized dialeotric plasma permittivity ie defined as

&Ktyv')L^R(v'V). (3.5)
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We introduce the fluctuation moments П and the response coeffi-

cients of the first X and the seoond у ordersI

' V

Let us consider the one-oomponent plasma oase and disregard the

souroe term Q . (3.1) yields a useful relation between the

response coefficients:

We use (3.6)-(3.8) and the Foisson equation to derive from (3*1)

an infinite chain of equations for the moment correlation func-

tions,

(3.11)
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U
J
>

K
 - К*

V. (^Ь)
;
 tf

Я*1 П

«here X is the symmetrized coefficient К . In a similar man-

ner, we derive from (3.2) a ohain of equations for the response

ooeffioientst

ц х о г ) • ' C - x ( i a )
( 3 # 1 2 )

(3.13)
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In order not to make the explanation of the method essence too

involved, we consider the оаве of fluctuations with w > k,v ,
ы
ь * ^i-

v
i. • where v

e
 (v

t
^ are thermal valooitiea

of partiole motion along (across) the magnetio field. In this ap-

proximation, the ohain of moment equations may be reduced to a

olosed eet of equations for the quantities <Е
г
> , <.П,Е.>

к
. ,

<;п
г
е>

к
 . X » Я, , X

a
 . Рог low frequencies, и < Ug, , flute,

It -, о i plasma fluctuations, second moments <Л E )
K
 and X

may be negleoted, provided the magnetio field is sufficiently

strong, d. * Q}/u\ < i . Then, Eqs. (3.1O)-(3.13) make a oloeed

set and yield immediately a system of equations for the fluctua-

tion speotral distribution and the response coefficient. If «c

is finite, then the set of Eqa. (3.1O)-(3.13) is to be comple-

mented with the equations for <
п

г
Е> and X

a
 with regard for

polarization partiole drift. However, the final equations for

the fluctuation speotral distribution and the response ooeffioi-

ent still are of the form (3.14) and (3.15):

- - Т.
1+г

• ZL4*J*«
I
a)X(ir

l
-i)<E

l
>

1
] Kta.ki -

иг-.к (3.15)

_ <aj ^ к > Ь ^ ^

(Э.16)

We introduoe the renormalimed diaparaioa function I>CK) t

• a * *
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and obtain Xrom (3.15)

,
 R

, ) . (3.18)

Substitution of (3.18) into (3.14) and (3.17) reduoes the latter

to a system of equations for the fluctuation speotral distribu-

tion and the renormalized dispersion function:

(3.19)

Bqs. (3.19) are of the same form as the equations derived and

solved in the statistical theory of low-frequenoy hydrodynamio

plasma fluctuations (see Refs. [12,28] and the references therein),

whioh desoribea the so-oalled plasma oonvective cells. The solu-

tions of the set (3.19) may be approximately put in the form [28]

where 1* is the speotral energy density» y * is the nonlinear

damping coefficient.

In the plasma state with zero fluxes of nonlinear interac-

tion integrals:

1 (3.21)

к I •

In the state with non-гего energy and enstrophy fluxee -P., and Р
г

(3.22)

T - Р
г/1
А

г
с-Ч"'

i.e. the energy (the enstrophy) oasoades towards large (small)

soales [21] . The oaloulation of the plasma miorosoopio diffusion

ooeffioient reveals the anomalous dependenoe on the magnetic fi-

eld [12] i 90- у " ^ йич *
 T n e anomftloufl

 transport phenomena

observed in eome experiments with toroidal devioes oan be explal-
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ned in terma of the oonveotive cell ideology Г|2,14,38 1.

In order to oaloulate the renormalized dielectric permitti-

vity, we make use of (3.3), (3.4), (3.7) and (3.8) and trans-

form (3.5)s

(3.23)

- Z. [Yo.a , *,-n •X(*,-i)X(z,i)l<E*>
(
 .

The aeoond term on the right-hand side of (3.23) may Ъе negleoted

in the strong magnetio field approximation. We take into account

for (3.9) and (3.8) and obtain from (3.23) ,

|/£А(чИ- Lae^d.aiijJWiUb1^ /D(i)D(K) t (3.24)
1*2 s К

the expression which enables one to determine the renormalized di-

eleotrio permittivity, provided the dispersion function and the

spectrum are known.

The analysis within the оontext of the moment method has

demonstrated that the coherent direot interaction approximation

[11,25] is inapplicable for the study of strongly nonlinear plas-

ma motions, including oonveotive fluctuations (this conolusion

follows as well from the results [26] of the model problem analy-

sis and the results [39] of the Langmuir turbulenoe studies).

To describe such motions oorreotly,one must take into acco-

unt not only the diffusion and polarisation parts [11»133 of the

operators (3.3) and (3.4), but also the effeots asaooiated with

the correlation functions for non-screened fluctuations [12].

moreover, the distinguishing peculiarity of Eqs. (3*19) is

that the renormalised nonlinear eleotrio plasma susceptibility

(3.16) is manifested through them inatead of the conventional

aeoond-order eleotrio susceptibility %
n >
 [}]• The latter is equal

to

( 3
'

2 5 )

for the above disoussed oase and it is muoh smaller than the re-
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normalized quantity (3.16). As a result, the final equations

(3*19) contain the dispersion function (3.17) rather than the

dieleotrio permittivity (3.5).

3.2. Miorosoopio Non-Linear Relation between the

Polarization and the Eleotrio Field Strength

Hioroscopio plasma properties are oompletely determined in

terras of the mioroscopio distribution ? . With the fluctuation

moments being defined as

Eq. (2.1) yields an infinite chain of equations for these (in

oase of potential Interaction)

I J P W . S T . O . T-f-*JrZrp . О.26)

( 3
*

2 7 )

(3.28)

We introduoe the following representation for the fluctuation
momentsi

KM • ffM4 • УМ г * ?M7 , п.*. г \3.29)
Л Л VU *ъ

where 6"М
Л
 is the linear functional of the field fluotua-

tions, XM
 a
 is the seoond-order nonlinear functional of the

field fluotuationa and the polarisation fluctuations, SM^

takes into account residual nonlinear interaction and is assumed

to be an insignificant oorreotion whioh may be disregarded (the

quadratic polarisation approximation). Then» we obtain from (3*28)
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1**1 -»
Ь
{**1) **; itirf.i) <

{y
j

f
i

}
>i

 f
(3.30)

1
The solution of (Э.ЭО) may be represented as follows

(3.31)

Й
(
" and ^

(i
' are the iteraotions of the distribution fluo-

tuation,-

» > .
 ( 3

-
3 2 )

the one-partiole distribution satisfies the kinetio equation with,

the collision term, -

(3.33)
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«here ffj^ . * ? - *f <° .. rj*ft> Mtjdtt 37 <» , ± a

the nonlinear fluctuation current density. The nonlinear fluctua-
tion oharge density may be Introduoed in a similar manner:

We include (3.31) in Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27) to derive

jS
t
 (3.36)

(3.37)

Eqs. (3.35)-(3.37) complemented with Eqs. (3.32)-(3.34) consti-

tute a olosed set of equations of the quadratic polarisation ap-

proximation.

Eq. (3.36) yields for the low-fraquenoy fluotuatione:

У * $ ? - У-
1
".'

5
- (3.38,

We aooount for (3.38) to obtain from (3.35)»

the final equation for the nonlinear oharge density fluctuations.

The summation of (3.39) over the plasma oomponents yields the

nonlinear miorosoopio field equation

(3,40)
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The apaoe-time Fourier transformation may be suitable for

the etudy of small-aoale fluotuations ( A la an arbitrary

fluctuation quantity):

We note that

(3.41)

K̂"Vk -НАиЕ^Л,»»' ] E,

to derive from (3.39) the mioroaoopio equation for the nonlinear
plasma polarization, &Р„ (*) • КР(ю - <f*»e j<L7Si^'/k ,

(3.42)

where

Similarly, Eq. (3.40) yields

(3.44)

where /;»t

C3.45)
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is the renormalized nonlinear eleotrio susceptibility [37]

3.3. Low Frequenoy Fluctuations Stationary
Spectra

We define the eequenoe of correlation functions ,

and introduce the renormalized dispersion funotion into (3.44).
Applying the general renormalised dynamical approach to (3.44)»
we derive a system of equations for the fluctuation spectral
distribution and the renormalized dispersion function:

• do.ai],

where
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This system is a basis for the statistioal model of the quadratic

polarization approximation and provides the possibility to study

in detail stationary spectra of low-frequenoy fluctuations in

magnetized inhomogeneous plasma and the role of the kinetio ef-

feots in maintaining suoh speotra. The solutions of the equations

(3.46) and (3.47) oorrespond to possible stationary plasma states

with finite levels of low-frequenoy fluctuations.

Weak speotral non-stationarity may be taken into aooount by

means of the formal substitution in (3.46):

( 3
'

4 8 )

leading to the nonlinear speotrum evolution equation:

11«boo* i t ' г ^ P ) • 1*-fr- { г(2\*Ч\\шг>\гФ> +
(3.49)

Let us oonsider some examples oonoarning low-frequenoy fluc-

tuations, «hen inooherent phenomena are insignifioant (formally,

И/ - о >.

3.4. Short-Wave Conveotive fluctuations

In what follows the plasma is assumed to be two-oomponent

(index t(i> refers to the eleotrons (ions), «*--«i "« )•

In the oase of fluotuations with V/\ < k < 1/fa ( f is
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a gyroradiua), ы/ыве >j>tk,, [30,37]

(3.50)

and the evolution equation (3.49) conserves the fluctuation ener-

g y

W . ( i / t * > Z « £ ; < E » > K • (3.51)

In the homogeneous plasma, the mean nquare of the nonlinear charge
density ($jp* > is the nonlinear interaction integral, too; it
is convenient to introduce a linear combination of this quantity
and (3.51)

/V - .<*•-**.) Z W*«£; iP>K /** . (3.52)

We oonsider the fluctuations under the condition of weak in-
homogeneity ( cj > Ъхе*** )

 o r
 weak frequenoy dispersion ( ̂ k < <

We use the representation (28]

disregard the nonlinear frequenoy shift and then obtain from (3.49)

and (3.47) the evolution equation for the spectral density 1-g and

the equation for the nonlinear damping coefficient

.54)
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(3.55)

where it ia assumed that 1^1 > Xf in the regime of male dis

persion (then, Uej/^i •-T
A e
/T

A
i ). In the limiting oaae

И* -* о »
 E
°.» (3*54) reduces to the kinetic equation [4<4 for

weakly turbulent waves. In order to find the stationary epeotral

densities, one has to consider the symmetry properties of the re

normalized eleotrio susceptibility (3.5O)t

where v • о in the general oase and v • о ; 2 in the homogene-
ous plasma ease.

The evolution equation has a stationary solution

(3.57)
1* » l '

where T is a constant. Aocording to (3.53) § the spectral width

depends on the nonlinear dating coefficient. Let us find the

latter in the strong turbulence regime, Tf-j» > W f I , follow-

ing the approach [26]. We restriot the consideration to the case

of weakly inhomogeneous ion temperature ( f*k* > W L , L is

the oharaoteristio inhomogeneity eoale), when the nonlinear damp

ing coefficient is isotropio. Then, integration in (3*55) шоу be

written as

where J. i s the angle between "i and kt . Beariiig in mind
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that the contribution of the range k

x
 > к is dominant in the

integral, we reduce (3*55) to the form

t
,

T
a

a
*. W i

v/here a dimensionless wave vector has been introduced, k-* k/p ,

pc«> • к
г
 /('*• K

ll
> , and a natural outtoff at the upper

limit has been perfoneed. Eq. (3.58) differs from the equation

[£6\ for the long-wave conveotive oells by the presenoe of the
screening factor p(*> . Transforming the integral equation (3.58)
into a differential one, we find Its solution:

Zero fluxes of the nonlinear interaction integrals correspond to
the stationary plasma state (3.57).

There exist stationary plasma states with non-zero integral
fluxes. (The flux P of the integral

is defined [41] by virtue of the continuity equation form of the
evolution equation»

Evidently, P. *c***i corresponds to a stationary state . We oonsi-
der strong turbulence states, when

^ УГ* C > (3.60)

(in case of weak frequenoy dispersion, these states oan ooour

even for l«f I 5- Y ^ >> j>
J
W*|b»tl ). We represent the solu-

tion of (3.54) and (3.55) as I,,- W
l
, y£ - k*

If fk < < inertiel range develops, then tUe self-similar
transformation method [.41] , when applied to (3.54) yields the func-
tional equation (3.56) with У « "•- i(fi*l + i) .where
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jrfj.) * A* M О?,?^ • It ia to be stressed that the

integral in (3.55) diverges for the self-similar solutions.The

source of this divergence has been disoussed in detail in Ref,

[113. We exclude the large-scale range by means of the cutoff

which had been proposed by Kadomtsev C.6]:

T<^,^V
k
i , (3.61)

where J ia a small oonstant. The replacement (3.61) formally

takes into account the nature of interaction between fluctuations

of different scales. The use of (3.61) in (3.55) yields: 2м а

= t + г И + ̂  ) .As a result, we obtain the two solu-

tions:

(3.62)

whioh may be related to the double cascade phenomenon [30].

In the oase of strong temperature inhoraogeneity (j»
l
K* < i'L )

t

the speotral density is anisotropio, and we obtain the density

2 averaged over the angle:

l £ ~ | P w | к , >к ' w< * k j • (3.63)

The nonlinear damping ooeffioient vanishes along the inhomogenei-

ty direotion.

We do not speoify the excitation meohaniam of the short-wave

turbulence, the information oonoeming it is oontained in the

value of the integral flux.

3.5. Anomalous Eleotron Thermal Conductivity

of a Plasma

In the «normalised quaeiline&r approximation ££7*281, the

equation for the averaged eleotron temperature T A ie of the form

'*lT€ « i » » T , , where
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is the turbulent thermal conductivity ooeffioieat, <^> is the

test particle mean Gr*en function [27] t whioh for the case oonsi

dered above satisfies the equation [.28]

L-i«* Z. c-i
l
fc^^^^l><E

l>4U3K>- 1- (3.65)

Its solution is represented as <Jn> • </f-i«+ Vj*) . in

the state (3.61) v^ * *£/р а
к

г
 , and

In the strong magnetic field regime 3b - < / й
о

г
 , in the

quaaineutral motion regime 2) -- / / fa
e
* «

o
 )"i .

In oontrast to the long-wave oonveotive turbulence Q12]

whioh produces equal levels of maoroeoopio diffusion and heat

transfer for both electron and ion channels, the short-wave oon-

veotive turbulence gives rise only to anomalous electron thermal

oonduotivity.
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